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Migrate to Azure with a roadmap 
made by acknowledged cloud 

experts.



Microsoft Azure offers 
an abundance of 

services. Choosing 
the right ones will 
ensure an efficient 

and safe 
infrastructure, and 

longterm cost 
savings.



To help you make the right Azure choices for 
your needs, SuperAdmins team has created 

the 5-day Azure readiness assessment.

Superadmins’ 5-day Azure readiness assessment analyses your services and workload to

provide you with detailed report and cloud migration recommendation.
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SuperAdmins’ 5-day Cost Optimization 
cosists of:

We focus on understanding 
your business model, 
challenges, goals and 

priorities

Discovery

Report

We provide a detailed 
report with cost 

optimization proposals



SuperAdmins’ 5-day Azure readiness 
assessmen process cosists of:

We deep-dive into your 
infrastructure and 
product/service to 

understand your business 
plans and needs. 

Discovery

We analyse the optimal Azure 
services and prepare a 

customized roadmap for 
migration.

Assessment

We demonstrate the Azure 
benefits and calculate your 

new infarstructure 
maintenance and costs.

POC



During environment discovery, we interview your 
team to help us understand crucial aspects of your 
business and define the optimal migration strategy.

Business model Challenges and 

concerns

Priorities



The next step is thorough analysis of your current
infrastructure. We identify the workload, setting, 
tools you're using and results you're achieving.

Resources Cost Performance



Once we collected all the information, SuperAdmins 
expert Azure team designes an architecture that will 
cut your costs and develop a powerful yet economic 

infrastructure.

We provide you with a detailed report that contains:

A detailed cloud migration 

roadmap

On-going support 

opportunities
Cost prediction analysis



Our team is our 
quality 

guarantee

Why choose SuperAdmins?



Vladimir Stefanovic
SuperAdmins Azure Team Lead

Azure Solutions Engineer, Microsoft MVP

SuperAdmins 3-day Azure cost optimization 

is perfomed by 6-member team, lead by a 

Microsoft MVP

Our team boasts years of versatile experience with 

international clients. SuperAdmins expertise is our 

quality guarantee.



SuperAdmins is an 
international company 

dedicated to high 
competence in public 

cloud technologies and 
top-level client service.

Founded Team of 50+ 

people NOC 24x7

AWS partnership
SOC 24x7

GCP partnership
Microsoft MVP for

Azure

First cloud-only 
client

Multi-cloud
strategy

NOC-> CloudOC
Microsoft Gold

International
expansion2010

2012

2015 2017 2019

2016 2018 2020



What can you expect from 
SuperAdmins?

Attention to 
detail 

Every project starts with 
thorough analysis and 
evaluation, so that we 
can understand your 

standpoint and propose 
the best strategy.

Thinking ahead

We are proactive 
and we carry the 

initiative necessary 
for you to exceed 

your KPIs. 

Challenge-proof

Problem solving is not 
just our job, it’s our 

culture.

Credible 

We can always guarantee 
to deliver our promise 
and the highest-quality 

work.

On the same 
boat

SuperAdmins are not 
just your cloud experts. 
We are a partner. This 
means we will do the 

follow-up, provide you the 
support and push the 
limits of innovation.



Our certificates 
and partnerships



Get in touch
superadmins.com

info@superadmins.com


